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Tuesday, November 21 
Donia Bijan 

 

Donia Bijan uses history as a backdrop for the people she’s interested in writing about. 
Her memoir, Maman’s Homesick Pie, was published in 2011, followed by her debut novel, 
The Last Days of Café Leila, in 2017. Her work chronicles families ripped apart by political 
upheaval; she explores both those forced to leave their countries and those who stayed 
behind.  
 

Bijan will talk about the challenges of writing without what she calls “the expatriate’s 
self-indulgent nostalgia and reliance on pickled memories of the homeland.” She left her 
native Iran in 1978 during the Islamic Revolution. After graduating from UC Berkeley, she 
attended the Cordon Bleu in Paris, then ran her acclaimed restaurant L’Amie Donia, in 
Palo Alto, for ten years. She lives in the Bay Area with her husband and their son. 

 
 

Sunday, December 10, 2017 
1:00 to 3:30 p.m. 
Members Holiday Party 

 
Our Holiday Potluck Party this year will be at the Historic 
Hotel Del Monte of the Naval Postgraduate School! Each 
member is welcome to bring one guest. Because of NPS 
security restrictions we must deliver a list of member and 
guest attendees.  
 
Reservations are required! If your name and your guest’s 
name are not pre-screened, you will not be allowed entry 
at the gate. RSVP before Thanksgiving to Clarissa Conn at 
ccw.treas@yahoo.com. More details to come. 
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CCW President’s Letter 
By Laurie Sheehan 

 

 
Regaining Perspective 

I’m not sure how it happens, but at times I lose track of the myriad things I have to be thankful for. November is full of 
opportunities to bring that back into perspective.  

There’s All Saint’s Day on the 1st, and I’m thankful to feel there’s a cadre of saints out there that are pulling for me no 
matter what I’m doing. I know we don’t all share the same beliefs, but that just makes me thankful for the unique 
perspectives and qualities that each of us brings to our group. The 2nd of November is All Soul’s Day. A day to be 
thankful for all the people who have touched my life in some special way. We never forget those who have meant the 
most to us.  

On Saturday the 4th of November, CCW is hosting our Fall Workshop led by Laurie McLean. I’m thankful to take a step 
forward in my writing life and learn about Query Letters and Pitching to Agents. I love talking about my characters, 
but I’m truly terrible at pitching my stories to someone who might actually expect me to do something with them! 
The 4th of November is also the last day of Daylight Savings Time. On Sunday the 5th, at 2:00 a.m., time reverses 
itself. I’m truly fond of the contentment I get on Sunday morning when, all of a sudden, I turn the clock back and it’s a 
whole hour earlier! Changing the time before bed on Saturday night just doesn’t provide the same satisfaction.  

November 11th brings me to Veteran’s Day. I’m thankful for my own veteran, my husband John. I’m thankful for our 
time in the military—all 28 years of active duty—most of which was absolutely fabulous, although not without some 
challenges. We did miss our share of holidays, and birthdays, and just regular old days together. So, I’m thankful that 
he’s home for good now (and I’m thankful to have a pal to help out with the yard work). 

I’m thankful for the opportunity to get together with other writers each month. At our next general meeting on the 
21st, I’ll be interested to hear how Donia Bijan takes history and weaves it into a story. Donia will talk to us about 
challenges in writing our narrative when human nature often leads us to magnify both the good and the bad in our 
memories. Her memoir, Maman’s Homesick Pie, was published in 2011, followed by her debut novel, The Last Days of 
Café Leila, in 2017. This is sure to be an interesting talk! Telling you about another in a succession of fantastic 
speakers reminds me to say just how thankful I am for Dorothy Vriend, our Program Chair, ALL the rest of our 
Executive Board, and other members that help out behind the scenes. 

Then there’s Thanksgiving itself on the 23rd, the reason I experience this bout of thankfulness, soul searching, and 
self-reflection. Last, but not least, there’s NANOWRIMO, National Novel Writing Month, happening every day during 
November. Just 1,667 words a day will give you 50K at the end of the month! Let me know if you’ll be participating. 
Maybe we can plan a few write-ins! 

Now, I’m going to step out of November with a save-the-date for our annual Holiday Party on the 10th of December 
from 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. This year the Holiday Party will be on the campus of the Naval Postgraduate School in the 
Historic Hotel Del Monte (specifics to follow). Because of the security restrictions we’ll need to compile a list of 
attendees. If you plan to attend, RSVP before Thanksgiving. Each member is welcome to bring one guest, so if you 
plan to bring a guest, please include his or her name. RSVP to Clarissa at ccw.treas@yahoo.com, before Thanksgiving! 
Remember—RSVPs are required if you plan to attend the Holiday Party! 

I’ll end this note with one final bit of thankfulness—to all of you, the members of CCW. I’m grateful to have you as 
part of our writing family. 

Until we meet again, Happy Writing, Laurie 
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Booktoberfest—We Write, We Read, We Sell! 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Booktoberfest Readers 

 

    
Kymberlie Ingalls D.S. Kane  Kyle Wood Mike Latta 

 
  

Patricia Hamilton Jason Warburg Deej Smith Diana Y. Paul 
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Janet Tezak Nancy Swing Marina Romani Mary Smathers 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Trish Watson Ned Huston Tina Zmak Jesse Elliot 

    
    
 

 

 

 Wanda Sue Parrot Victoria A. Johnson  
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Visit our website at www.centralcoastwriters.org to register and pay online. 
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Announcements 
 

Membership News 

Welcome to our new CCW members:  
 

Kelly Jensen 
Louis Powell 

 

Member Congratulations 
Dyane Harwood’s memoir Birth of a New Brain—Healing from Postpartum Bipolar Disorder was published by Post Hill Press on 
October 10th. Dyane will hold an author event on Thursday, December 7th, Park Hall, 9370 Mill Street in Ben Lomond, 7:00-8:15 
p.m. She’ll share about her bipolar, peripartum experience and explain how one can live well with a mood disorder. There will be a 
brief Q&A session and book signing following the presentation. To RSVP and for more information, please email: 
dyane@baymoon.com. Listen to Dyane’s first podcast (#70) on “Mom and Mind” with Dr. Katayune Kaeni at momandmind.com. 
 
In a three-book deal, Level Best Books will publish The Senior Sleuths, Book One, Dead In Bed by mystery writer, M. Glenda Rosen, 
(aka member Marcia Rosen) on February 6, 2018. Book Two, Dead In Seat 4C, comes out later in 2018 and Book Three, Dead On 
the 17th of The Month in 2019. This is a series of murder and mayhem in a “Modern Noir Style” like Nick and Nora Charles from The 
Thin Man series, Dick and Dora Zimmerman from The Senior Sleuths solve crimes, especially murder, such as when a dead body is 
found in an icebox with a note that says “contents rotten.” theseniorsleuths.com 
 

Needed: Your Time and Expertise  
After some great experiences last year, CCW members will again help judge the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards. We get to read 
impressive writing by some of the most creative teenagers from across the country. Our work earns a $2000 stipend for the club.  

Here’s where you come in. We need 15 judges, each of whom can commit 10 to 15 hours to reading and scoring works between 
December 29, 2017 and January 10, 2018. Alternately, you can partner with a fellow CCW member in order to work 5 to 7 hours. 
We also need 5 back-up judges. (Last year we didn’t need to call on any back-up judges.) 

Scholastic provides a rubric to judge works on originality, personal vision and voice, and technical skill in 11 categories. All reading 
and scoring is done online, so a digital device (ex: laptop, iPad) is required. You’ll need to take a few minutes around December 17 
or 18 to log into the scoring system. This is simply to make sure you’ll be ready go on December 29.  

There will be two optional Adjudication Parties. You may attend one or both for any portion of time. For some judges, this was an 
opportunity to get started and better understand how to use the rubric and the online system. Others found the silent group 
provided motivation and concentration. One judge did all his work only at the parties. Several didn’t attend either party. 

You’ll get email instructions as dates come closer. To find out more about the Scholastic Awards, visit artandwriting.org. 

If you’d like to judge, contact Leslie Patiño at lnpatino@comcast.net. Include the following information: your name, email address, 
phone number and list category preferences, if you have them. If you’d like to work with a partner, please say so, including the 
other person’s name or stating that you’d like to be assigned a partner. Categories include: 

Critical Essay Journalism Science Fiction & Fantasy 
Dramatic Script Novel Writing Short Story  
Flash Fiction Personal Essay & Memoir Writing Portfolio (graduating seniors only) 
Humor Poetry  
 

Author Event: Steve Hauk at the Pacific Grove Library 
Pacific Grove Library, November 16. 7:30 p.m. (doors open at 7:20). Author Steve Hauk presents Steinbeck: The Untold Stories, a 
collection of short stories dramatizing incidents in Steinbeck’s life—some real, some imagined—that take place over six decades, 
from the author’s childhood in Salinas, California, to his years in New York. Suggested donation is $10. 
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Member Profile 
By Michelle Smith 

 

 

 

“A Walk on Your Wilder Side” 

Daian Hennington 

Daian Hennington has been writing since childhood. When her younger sisters were ill, she took inspiration from a 
character in the novel Little Women and created magazines with stories and games for her sisters’ entertainment. 

“As a little girl, I identified very much with Jo, who was absorbed in books and ate apples as she read,” Daian says. “She 
was a tomboy, independent-minded, wrote stories for her three sisters as I did, and was a writer as I hoped to become.” 

Later, in her twenties, Daian worked as a copy editor and wrote for a small circulation business magazine. Eventually, 
she completed a master’s degree in social work at San Jose State University and is now employed as a licensed clinical 
social worker. A long-time student of psyche and nature, Daian has incorporated these perspectives into her work for at 
least the past two decades. 

In spite of her caseload, Daian manages to tackle writing projects as if they were a second “day job.” Five days a week, 
between the hours of five and seven in the morning, she closes the door to her study and shuts off her phone, “like it’s 
your job that you go to at a particular hour for a set amount of time,” she says. Her goal is to write a thousand words a 
day. “And if my schedule makes me miss it, I make up with longer hours on the weekend.” 

Daian writes non-fiction with an emphasis on “our relationship with the natural world.” In 2016, she self-published Your 
Wilder Nature: A Field Guide to Tracking Soul (available through Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and the author), which she 
describes as a narrative non-fiction guide to self-exploration in nature. “By sharing my own experiences in wilderness, 
ecotherapy, and from studies of cross-cultural practices, the reader can learn skills of outdoor safety and begin to learn 
the language of psyche and nature.” 

Recently, Daian’s focus has been on creative non-fiction. Her favorite authors include Annie Dillard, Edward Abbey, 
Alfred Tennyson, Gary Snyder, and Clarissa Pinkola Estes. A CCW Member for just one year, she plans to continue writing 
about the relationship of humans with the natural world. 

 
 

Michelle Smith’s articles have been published in a variety of magazines. Her website is 
theebonyquill.com.  
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John L. Borling 

 
 

John L. Borling was born in Chicago in 1940. He 
graduated from the Air Force Academy in 1963 and 
received his pilot’s wings in 1964. Borling completed 
his F-4 training and flew 97 combat missions in 
Southeast Asia. As a fighter pilot, he earned many 
decorations, including the Silver Star, two Bronze Stars 
and two Purple hearts. His career spanned 37 years in 
the Air Force. 
 

In 1967 he was shot down by ground fire northeast of 
Hanoi in North Vietnam and became a prisoner of the 
North Vietnamese for six and a half years. Thus began a 
battle for survival. He was tortured; his very soul was 
at risk. In order to survive the subhuman conditions 
and the constant abusive treatment, he tapped out 
poetry on the walls to communicate with other 
prisoners. The poems are not great poems, but poems 
written for survival and communication. One has to 
marvel at the fact that Borling was able to memorize 
the poems and tap them to his fellow prisoners. They 
were all isolated and these poems connected them and 
provided an avenue for communication and ultimate 
survival. This gave him the courage to live each day. In 
1973, Borling was released. 
 

Remaining in the military, he served in a variety of 
ways, in missile and support units at squadron group 
and at division levels. Borling became a Command Pilot 
who flew many different aircraft. His high level staff 
experience includes the White House, Pentagon, and 
Strategic Air Command as director of operations for 
the conflicts in Panama, Iraq, and Supreme 
Headquarters, Allied Powers, Europe. 
 

When he retired he continued to work as head of many 
for-profit and nonprofit organizations. Borling strongly 
believes that all of America’s youth should serve in the 
military. 
 

His book Taps on the Walls: Poems from the Hanoi 
Hilton was released in 2013 with a foreword by Senator 
John McCain. Fascinating to read how people innovate 
to survive incredible suffering. 
 

  The Poetry Corner 
By Nancy Jacobs 

 
Beneath Thin Blanket 
by John L. Borling 
 

From huddled sleep, from humbled sleep, my sickened 
shape awakes.  
Still lost in darkness,  
Beneath thin blanket.  
 

Sick lungs suck deep, asthmatic deep,  
It’s cold, controlless shakes  
Across the chamber,  
Beneath thin blanket.  
 

I struggle steep against the steep  
Of loathsome life that breaks  
The sure and sureless,  
Beneath thin blanket. 
 

I’ll fight till sleep, till tired sleep  
My sickened shape retakes.  
Still lost in darkness,  
Beneath thin blanket.  
 

Copyright: Master Wings Publishing LLC, an imprint of  
The Pritzker Military Library 
 
The Tourney 
  

The scepter raised and silent challenge made, 
Again I mental summon lance and shield, 
And somehow last till regal colors fade. 
It’s now, the victor absent from the field, 
Hard pallet draws me, huddled down upon, 
A distant tower tolls a muffled chime; 
Another muddled day has eddied on 
To join the addled streams of tousled time. 
Embittered languor blankets captive man; 
So armored, sally forth at dawn, consigned 
To stand alone, and parry best I can 
Until appointed tourney’s end, resigned. 
For time’s an old and boring enemy. 
Too cruel to kill forgotten men like me. 
 

From Taps on the Walls: Poems from the Hanoi Hilton  
by John Borling. Copyright 2013 by John Borling. 
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Contests and Conferences 
By Patricia Watson 

  
CONTESTS 

The Robert H. Winner Memorial Award sponsored by the Poetry Society of America 

Website: poetrysociety.org/psa/awards/annual/ind_awards 

Deadline: Entries must be postmarked by December 22, 2017. 

Entry Fee: $15.00 to non-members, members free 

Prize: $2500.00 

Contest Rules: See website for full guidelines. This award acknowledges work being done mid-career by a poet 
who has not received substantial recognition or poets over 40 who have published no more than one book. 
Send a brief but cohesive manuscript of 10 pages. Please include DOB in cover letter. 

 

The George Bogin Memorial Award sponsored by the Poetry Society of America 
Website: poetrysociety.org/psa/awards/annual/ind_awards 
Deadline: Entries must be postmarked by December 22, 2017.  
Entry Fee: $15.00 to non-members, members free 
Prize: $500.00 
Contest Rules: See website for full guidelines. Established by the family & friends of George Bogin for a 
selection of 4 or 5 poems that use language in an original way to reflect the encounter of the ordinary and the 
extraordinary and take a stand against oppression in any of its forms. Note: Previous winners of this award are 
asked not to submit work again for this award.  
 
Frost Place Chapbook Competition 
Website: bullcitypress.com/submissions-top/frost-place-chapbook-competition 
Deadline: Submissions must be completed between October 1, 2017 and January 5, 2018. 
Entry Fee: $28.00 per manuscript 
Prize: Full fellowship, a $1500.00 value, to the 5 1/2 day poetry seminar at The Frost Place in August of 2018, a 
$250.00 stipend, and publication of book by Bull City Press, and 10 complimentary copies from a run of 300 
copies of the winning chapbook.  
Contest Rules: See website for full guidelines. Entry should include 20 to 25 pages of poems. Entry by 
Submittable online only. Please do not submit if poet is close acquaintance of judge. 
Judge: Sandra Lim, author of Loveliest Grotesque (Kore Press, 2006) and The Wilderness (W.W. Norton, 2014) 

 
 

WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES 
Laurie McLean, Insider Secrets: Agent Pitches and Queries Workshop 
Website: centralcoastwriters.org/ccw/workshop-registration.htm 
Date and Location: November 4, 2017, 9:00 a.m. to noon, doors open at 8:30 a.m., Sam Karas Room, 
Monterey Peninsula College 
Entry Fee: $40.00 for CCW members, $60.00 for non-members, parking is free 
Workshop: Laurie McLean, co-founder of Fuse Literary, unveils the secrets of perfect pitches and queries in a 
special workshop for Central Coast Writers club members and guests. Here’s your chance to learn with an 
industry insider who knows how to cut through the slush pile, and also pitch to Laurie for instant feedback. 
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If the Shoe Fits…  
By C. Jonathan Shoemaker 

 

Adapt to Your Personal Needs— 
                 And to Those of the Reader 

 

 
A dear friend of mine was greatly distressed. He said, “When people ask me to do something, I hate to say no, but it 
really bothers me if I don’t get around to doing it.” Well, I guess he could say something noncommittal: “I’ll think 
about it.” or “I’ll get back to you.” or “I’ll try to fit it into my schedule.” But that wouldn’t relieve the subconscious 
stress of semi-commitment. Those people are waiting for an answer. 
 
There are so many things that crowd into our daily lives. I believe that we ought to prioritize, and follow the teaching
of don Miguel Ruiz in The Four Agreements: “Be impeccable with your word!” When asked a favor, if we don’t 
honestly mean yes—say no! And that includes saying “no” to ourselves. If our hearts aren’t truly in it, we follow our 
hearts. It’s not worth wasting energy trying to do something that we don’t feel passionate about.  
 
Oprah Winfrey said, “Passion is energy. Feel the power that comes from focusing on what excites you.” 
 
I enjoy writing. I often write things that no one will ever see just to enjoy expressing my feelings about something. 
But I do feel a tingling of excitement when a tiny girl asks if she “kin have a copy” of my poem to give to her grandpa
It gave me a feeling of fulfillment when a student asked me to write a poem concerning date rape to show her 
boyfriend; and when a friend of hers, soon afterwards, made the same request deploring spousal abuse. 
 
Colin Firth said, “I would rather five people knew my work and thought it was good work than five million knew me 
and were indifferent.” After a few years of half-heartedly trying to publish various pieces, I decided, “Hey, who cares
if I’m not published; I write, I share, I help others … I’m happy! 
 
But, of course if we are writing for others to read, we should adapt to their personal needs. We must organize the 
piece in a logical order and delete ideas that don’t pertain to the general intent. Proofreading is a must. The readers 
need to understand what sort of people we are writing about.  
 
Backstory, idiosyncrasies, and language patterns should indicate where the character is coming from; and maybe 
where (s)he’s headed (Country Boy by Harold Grice). The plot should develop gradually to indicate where it’s bound 
to end up, but subtly so as not to spoil the suspense and cheat the readers of an opportunity to mull over options 
concerning the outcome. CCW member, Debra Busman (Like a Woman) does a great job of that.  
We write what is personally pleasing to us. Then we adapt it for the sake of the reader. 
 
“The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change; the realist adjusts the sails.”  
—William Arthur Ward 
 

Be  well, 
and  Sail  On! 

Jonathan 
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The Last Word 

By Lana Bryan 
 

October 9, 2017 
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centralcoastwriters.org 

 

For anything Scribbles  related: 
Contact Scribbles editor Lana Bryan: 

lana.bryan@writeteam.com 

 

Not yet a member of CCW? 
You can join at a monthly meeting or online at: 

centralcoastwriters.org 

Four a.m. Pounding on the door. Switch on the lamp; no power. 
No water. No one at the door. A glow on the hills. Fire. 
 
Neighbors come to say everyone is gathering at the mobile 
home park clubhouse. At the generator-powered structure, 
ambitious ones rustle up eggs for their sleepy and stunned 
neighbors. 
 
My sister went to the clubhouse, where her son found her and 
took her to a safer part of town. 
 
The horror of wildfire swept Santa Rosa, Napa Valley, Sonoma, 
and Mendocino. Urban wildfire rushed through Santa Rosa’s 
Fountaingrove neighborhood, destroying homes worth millions 
and more modest abodes, including the Journey’s End mobile 
home park and a shopping center. 
 
Now, residents of the burned areas are allowed back into 
what’s left of their homes, finding the odd piece that survived. 
A woman found a ceramic pot her four-year-old self had made 
for her mother. A man found his wife’s wedding ring. She died 
of breast cancer a year ago. 
 
As is always the case, we appreciate the unimaginable work of 
the firefighters and the other emergency responders. 
 
While our dazed brains try to make sense of this catastrophe, 
we are reminded of war zones. The only difference for 
California being that no one is trying to kill us as homes burn. 
 
Our hearts bleed for the residents who lost everything and who 
will be dealing with the outcome for years to come. We hope 
that our fellow writers in the Redwood Valley branch fared well 
and, if need be, that their writing helps them cope with the 
nightmare. 
 

Until  next  time, 
 -Lana 
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California Writers Club  
Central Coast Writers Branch  
Post Office Box 997  
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 November 21 

Speaker Donia Bijan 
5:30 p.m.—CHECK-IN and DINNER  

6:30 p.m.—MEETING 

Point Pinos Grill  
79 Asilomar Boulevard  

Pacific Grove 
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